Summary.
As is known, the problem of computing (forward) pp dispersion relations stems from the presence of a large unphysical region. To handle this difficulty, some authors (~) approximate the unphysical cut by the contribution of some of the resonances lying therein, while others (~) try to get model-independent fits. In the present paper, a method is devised which allows us to draw unambiguous predictions about the real part of the spin-averaged pp scattering amplitude as well as to obtain the values of some parameters related to zeroenergy ~p scattering.
The forward pp scattering amplitude depends on three independent functions. The spin-independent one that we henceforth denote by ],~, is simply related to the total cross-section; in fact, %~(E)--[8n/k]im],,(E), where %p is the total pp cross-section, E and k the laboratory energy and momentum (*) Permanent address: Departamento de Fisica Tcoriea, University of Valencia.
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where m is the proton mass, ]~ and ]~ are the ~JY'7: and 2T2~ coupling constants, E,, = --m + m~/2m, and E.~ = --m + m~/2m; we have extracted the pole from the unphysical cut due to the small width of the ~. The unphysical cut is [E2= , m], E=s =--m+2m~/m, but we have extended the integral over it to [E==, Eo] , with Eo = 1.0014 GeV/c because the low-energy total Dp crosssections are not known. Accordingly, s'~,(E) has to be put equal to zero between m and Eo, and equal to its physical value elsewhere.
It will be noticed that the unphysical integrand is divergent at E'= m. To avoid this, we add and subtract to it the expression
so that the unphysical integral becomes
and the integral is now smooth. Essentially, our method is to use data to compute the dispersion integral, [(~p" --a,) 
